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This invention relates to a novel mortise lock having a 
deadlocking latchbolt. 
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that locks often 

have both a deadbolt and a latchbolt, with means that 
will allow full manual control of each bolt from both 
sides of the door. A latchbolt that will automatically 
be deadlocked is much to be desired, but in many cases 
there is very considerable difficulty -in designing `a lock 
with this type of latchbolt, as when the lock is a hotel 
lock, due to the fact that the deadlocking latchbolt must 
have automatic controls that will operate in proper re 
lation to certain manual controls for both the latchbolt 
and deadbolt. The prior art contains many examples of 
deadlocking latchbolts, but insofar as I am aware, no one 
has been able to ñnd a fully satisfactory manner of con 
structing a mortise lock having the necessary controls 
for a deadlocking latchbolt and a deadbolt. Through 
my invention, I have conceived an extremely novel lock 
that has a deadlocking latchbolt together with a deadbolt, 
while contributing very well the functions that may be 
required of a particular type of lock. 
My novel lock may have a deadbolt that is actuated 

in a usual way by a manually operated cam, such as a key 
plug cam or a thumbpiece cam, and a latchbolt that is 
retracted by a knob actuated retractor. Thus, the con 
struction of my lock may be conventional to a certain 
extent. I particularly utilize in my invention a latch lever 
that always will move when the knob actuated retractor 
moves to retract the latchbolt. That lever also will be 
moved by the deadbolt actuating cam to retract the latch 
bolt. There is a trigger controlled dog for deadlocking 
the latchbolt, and I utilize the movements of the latch 
lever to apply further control so as to place the dog in 
release position whether the retraction of the latchbolt 
is effected through the cam or through the retractor. 
Thus, as a feature of my invention, I release a deadlock 
ing dog through the movement of a lever that is operated 
both by a knob of the lock and by the cam that retracts 
the deadbolt. 

I have thus outlined rather broadly the more important 
features of my invention in order that the detailed de 
scription thereof that follows may be better understood, 
and in order that my contribution to the art may be better 
appreciated. There are, of course, additional features of 
my invention that will be described hereinafter and which 
will form the subject of the claims appended hereto. 
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the concep 
tion on which my disclosure is based may readily be 
utilized as a basis for the designing of other structures 
for carrying out the several purposes of my invention. 
It is important, therefore, that the claims be regarded as 
including such equivalent constructions as do not depart 
from the spirit and scope of my invention, in order to 
prevent the appropriation of my invention by those skilled 
in the art. 

In the drawings, 
FIG. l shows my novel lock with its cover removed to 

illustrate the lock parts; 
FIG. 2 shows the position of the parts when the door 

has been closed and the deadbolt and latchbolt are in pro 
jected position; 

FIG. 3 is like FIG. 2 but shows the deadbolt retracted; 
and - 

FIG. 4 further illustrates retraction of the latchbolt by 
the deadbolt operating cam. 
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Referring now more particularly to FIG. 1 of the draw 
ings, my novel lock includes a bevelled latchbolt 10, a 
deadbolt 11, and a bevelled trigger bolt 12, each mounted 
to slide between retracted and projected positions rela 
tively to an opening in the front plate 13 on a lock case 
14. As shown, I prefer to arrange deadbolt 11 and trig 
ger bolt 12 above and below latchbolt 10. I believe it 
will suffice to describe briefly the details of the latchbolt 
10 and deadbolt 11 because these bolts and their manual 
controls may utilize a construction that is quite usual in 
mortise locks. Thus, latchbolt 10 has a tail portion 15 
that is mounted to slide on a guide 16 on lock case 14, 
and there is a coil spring 17 pressing latchbolt 10 toward 
projected position. The tail portion 15 has a flange 18 
in opposed relation to a surface 19 on a latchbolt retrac 
tor 20 that fulcrums on a portion 21 of lock case 14. A 
bent spring 22 presses the latchbolt retractor 20 in a 
direction to coact with a rollback 23 that will be rotated 
by an inside knob spindle 24. Thereby the retractor 20 
may be actuated by an inside knob, not shown, so as to 
retract the latchbolt 10. When the lock is a hotel lock, 
the retractor 20 can not be actuated by an outside knob, 
as will be appreciated. 
The deadbolt 11 is a tail portion 25 that Iis mounted to 

slide on a guide pin 26. A key actuated lock cylinder 27 
is mounted on the lock case 14 and has a rotating cam 
2S that is adapted to act between opposed drive portions 
29 and 30 on the tail portion 25 of deadbolt 11, whereby 
to move the deadbolt between retracted and projected 
positions. I show incidentally a rather conventional dead 
locking tumbler 31 that is pivoted to deadbolt 11 and 
that normally will coact with a lug 32 on the lock case 
14 so as to dog deadbolt 11 in projected and retracted 
positions. As will be understood, the rotating cam 28 
will depress tumbler 31 so that the cam may move dead 
bolt 11. There may be a further cam (not shown) which 
will be rotated by an inside thumbpiece to project and 
retract deadbolt 11, but that cam will operate like the 
cam 28 and I shall merely refer to cam 28 in order to 
facilitate my description. 

I shall now describe in detail the deadlocking controls 
for the latchbolt 10 in my novel lock. Still referring to 
FIG. l, the trigger bolt 12 has a tail portion 35 that slides 
in a guide 36 on lock case 14. A spring 37 acts against 
a surface 3S, shown by a dotted line -in FIG. l, whereby 
to press the trigger bolt 12 toward projected position. 
The trigger bolt 12 further has a flange 39 that is formed 
in a position extending upwardly inside the lock case 14. 

Further, there is a deadlocking dog 40 and I prefer to 
make somewhat in the shape of an inverted L, and that 
I mount at its lower and rearward end to rotate about a 
pivot 41 on lock case 14. The opposed forward end of 
dog 40 is formed with a d‘ogging surface 42, and a lug 43 
that extends downwardly in front of the trigger bolt flange 
39. A curved spring 44 is engaged between lock case 14 
and deadlocking dog 4i? and presses the dog upwardly and 
rearwardly about its pivot toward the position shown in 
FIG. 2. That is the deadlocking position ‘of dog 40, the 
dogging surface 42 then llying behind a portion 45 on 
latchbolt 10 so that the latchbolt can not be depressed to 
retracted position. 
When trigger bolt 12 is projected by its spring 37, as in 

FIG. l, the flange 39 on that bolt will engage behind lug 43 
and will rotate the deadlocldng dog 40 against its spring 
pressure to the release position shown in FIG. l. So long 
as trigger bolt 12 remains in projected position, the spring 
pressure of that bolt will be effective to hold dog 40 in 
release position. That naturally allows the latchbolt 10 to 
be pressed through Contact with the strike as the door 
lmoves toward closed position. When the door is fully 
closed, latchbolt 10 will project into an opening in strike 
S as shown in FIG. 2, and strike S will hold trigger bolt 
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12 depressed so that the dog 40 normally will deadlock 
the latchbolt 10. 
To describe further control that I apply to the deadlock 

ing dog 40, I shall lirst indicate that I utilize a latch llever 
50 well shown in FIG. l. The latch lever S6 is mounted 
through a pivot 51 on the tail portion 25 of deadbolt 11, 
so as to move bodily with deadbolt 11 as indicated in FIG. 
2, and also to rotate relatively to the deadbolt as shown 
in FIG. 4. I form the latch lever 50 with an upper end 
portion having a drive surface 52, and a lower end por 
tion S3 arranged in front of the latchbolt tail ílange 18. 
The drive surface 52 is so arranged that it will be in posi 
tion for engagement by the cam 28 when deadbolt 11 is in 
retracted position. 

Thus, if we assume that cam 28 is rotated from the 
FIG. 1 or FIG. 3 position counterclockwise while dead 
bolt 11 is retracted, cam 28 will move against the drive 
surface 52 as shown in FIG. 4, depressing that surface so 
as to rotate latch lever 58 and causing the lower end 53 
of latch lever 50 to retract latchbolt 10. Further, I form 
the knob actuated retractor 20 with a surface 54 that is 
arranged in front of the lower end 53 .of latch lever 5t). 
Thereby the retractor 2G when moving to retract latchbolt 
10 also will rotate the latch lever 50. It wil-1 be under 
stood, therefore, that latch lever 50 will rotate Whether 
the `latchbolt is retracted by knob loperation or by opera 
tion of the cam that moves the deadbolt. 

I form a medial portion of the latch lever 50 with a 
side arm 55, and also with a slot 56 just below the side 
arm 55, as well shown in FIG. 1. For reasons that will 
appear, I form the slot 56 so as to have a considerable 
depth. I further utilize a control member 58 having an 
upper end portion S7 that is juxtaposed to the lower sur 
face of the side arm 55 on latch lever Sil, and that may 
be accepted in the slot 56. Control member S8 is mounted 
to rotate about a pivot 59 on lock case 14, and has a low 
er end portion 60 that is adapted to coact with a surface 
61 on the latchbolt deadlocking dog 40. 
The operation of the control member 58 will be best 

understood if we now consider FIGS. 3 and 4 ofthe draw 
ings. If we assume that the latch lever 50 starts to ro 
tate from the FIG. 3 position, incidental to retraction of 
the latchbolt 10, the side arm 55 will act against the upper 
end 57 of control member 58 to rotate that member on its 

Thereby the control member 58 will move the 
deadlocking dog 40 to release position, as shown in FIG. 
4, whereby to allow full retraction of the latchbolt 10. 
Since the latch lever 50 will rotate whether latchbolt 10 
is retracted by knob or key operation, as I have already 
described, it will be seen that either type of operation will 
cause control member 58 to place deadlocking dog 4t) in 
release position. Of course, should the trigger bolt 12 
already hold deadlocking dog 4G in release position, as in 
FIG. 1, the control member 5S need not move the dog 40 
when latchbolt 10 is retracted, and will merely rotate 
idly. 

Referring again to FIG. 4, it will be seen that the oper 
ation of latch lever 50 and control member S8 has caused 
the slot S6 to engage the upper end portion 57 on member ' 
5S. When the latchbolt 1€! again is projected by its spring 
17, the spring pressure will act through the tail ñange 
1S of latchbolt 10 to rotate latch lever 50 from the FIG. 
4 position, causing slot 56 to move contnol member 53 
toward normal position as shown in FIG. 3. That natural 
ly enables the dog 40 to return by its spring pressure to 
deadlocking position, so that trigger bolt 12 again will con 
trol automatic deadlocking of the latchbolt 1i). 
As I have previously mentioned in connection with 

FIG. 1, the depth of the slot 56 allows considerable clear 
ance between the upper end S7 of control member 58 and 
the main portion of latch lever 50. That in elîect allows 
lost motion between latch lever 50 and control member 
5S when the lever 50 moves bodily with the deadbolt 11, 
as between the FIG. 2 and the FIG. 3 positions. Thus, 
while latch lever 5€! may effectively control the deadlock 
ing dog through control member 58, the movements of 
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deadbolt 11 will not affect the position of the deadlocking 
dog 40, and the latchbolt 16 may remain deadlocked while 
deadbolt 11 is projected and retracted. 
To review briefly the operation of my novel lock, let 

us consider that the lock first is in the normal door-open 
position shown in FIG. 1, and that the door is moved to 
closed position. Latchbolt l0 then enters an opening in 
strike S, as shown in FIG. 2, and the surface of strike S 
holds triggerbolt 12 depressed so that deadlocking dog 40 - 
deadlocks the latchbolt 1G. Should it be desired to project 
the deadbolt 11, the cam 28 (or a thumbpiece cam) will 
be rotated clockwise so as to move the deadbolt from the 
FIG. 1 to the FIG. 2 position. That movement of dead 
bolt 11 has caused latch lever 50 to move bodily, and in 
cidentally to rotate somewhat, but control member 58 has 
not moved because the slot 56 has allowed the latch lever 
50 to move with ilost motion relatively to the control 
lmember 5S. Naturally, the dog 40 remains in position 
deadlocking the latchbolt 10. 

If We nofw assume that the door is to be opened, the 
cam 28 tirst will be rotated in a counterclockwise direc 
tion to move deadbolt 11 to the retracted position shown 
in FIG. 3. Again, the lost motion between latch lever 
56 and control member 58 has allowed the lever 50 
to move bodily without aiïec'ting the position of mem 
lber 58 or deadlocking dog 40, and latchibolt 10 remains 
deadlocked. The drive surface 52 on latch lever 50 
now is in position to be eng-aged by a further counter 
clockwise rotation of cam 28, -as indicated in FIG. 4, 
which Will depress the surface 52 so fas to rotate latch 
lever 50. That rotation of lever S0 will move the con 
trol member l5‘8 so as to place the deadlocking dog 40 
in release position, and further will cause the end por 
tion 53 on the lever 50 to retract the latchlbolt 10, all 
as shown in FIG. 4. 

Let us now consider that the deadbolt 11 has been 
retracted, as in FIG. 3, but that knob operation is to 
«be utilized to retract latchbolt 10. Thus, rotation of 
the knob spindle 24 will move latchrbol't retractor 20, 
which now will act through surface 54 to rotate latch 
lever 50. That lever again Will act through control 
member 58 to place the deadlocking dog 40 in release 
(position ,so that retracto-r 20 may elîect full retraction 
of latchlbolt 10. 
When the retracting flange 18 on latch bolt 10 is re 

lieved of retract-ing pressure, whether the retraction has 
:been through the knob actu-ate dretractor 20 or through 
the latch lever 50, the spring pressure of latchbolt 10 
will project the lato‘hlbolt, -as in FIG. l or FIG. 3, while 
also acting through flange 18 to rotate latch lever 50. 
The slot 56 on lever 50 thereby will move the control 
member S8 toward norm-al position, allowing the trigger 
bolt 12 again to control the deladlocking dog 40 for auto 
matically deadlockin-g the latchbolt 10. 

I believe it will now be understood that the deadlock 
ling dog 40 of my novel lock will be so controlled as 
to allow retract-ion of latchbolt 10 by either key or knob 
operation, while contributing the ynecessary deadloeking 
control through the triggerbolt 12. Moreover, the dead 
locking control will not ‘be affected when the key oper 
ation is utilized to project and retnact the deadbolt y1,1. 
The novel concept of my invention actually enables me 
to construct a lock that will contribute exceedingly eiîec 
tive deadlocking of a latchbolt, while also achieving the 
deadbolt operation that may be required in a particular 
`type of lock. I believe, therefore, that the very con 
siderable value of my novel lock will be undesrtoood, 
Ãand that the merits of my invention will be fully appre 
ciated by those skilled in the art. 

I noul claim: 
‘1. In a mortise lock of the class described, a spring 

«projected latchbolt, a latchbolt deadlocking dog, a knob 
actuated retractor for retracting the latchb‘olt, a dead 
bolt, `a cam for projecting and retracting the deadbolt, 
a latch lever pivoted on the deadbolt, said latch lever 
being rotatable on its pivot to retract the latclrbolt when 
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the deadbolt is in retracted position, means whereby the 
knob actuated retractor rotates the latch lever on the 
dead'oolt, means whereby said latch lever moves the dead 
locking dog out of latchbolt deadlock-ing position as said 
lever rotates incidental to retraction of the latchbolt, and 
means through which said deadbolt operating cam coacts 
with the latch lever for rotating said latch lever on the 
deadbolt when the deadbolt is in retracted position, so 
that said cam will be effective for moving said dog from 
deadlocking position and retracting the latchbolt. 

2. -In a mortise lock of the class described, a spring 
projected latchbolt, a latchbolt deadlocking dog, a trig 
ger bolt automatically controlling said dog for dead 
locking the latchbolt when the door closes, a knob actu 
ated retractor for retracting the latchbolt, a deadbolt, 
Ia cam for projecting and retracting the de-'adbo'l-t, said 
deadbol-t being equipped with means actuated by said 
cam for locking said deadbolt in a ‘projected position, a 
latch lever pivoted on the deadbol-t and rotatable on its 
pivot to retract the latchbolt when the deadbolt is in 
retracted position, means through which said latch lever 
when so rotating acts -for moving said dog out off latch 
bolt deadlocking position, and means through which both 
the knob »actuated retractor and said deadbolt project 
ing and retracting cam rotate said lever for moving said 
dog from deadlocking position ‘independently of the trig 
yger bolt while retracting the latchbolt. 

3. In a mortise lock of the class described, a spring 
projected latchbolt, a latchbolt deadlocking dog, a knob 
actuated retractor for reti-acting the latchbolt, a dead 
bolt, a cam for projecting and retracting the deadbolt, 
a latch lever pivo‘ted »to the deadbolt and moving bodily 
with said deadbolt, said latch lever being rotatable on 
the deadbolt to retract the latchbolt, means whereby the 
knob actuated retractor rotates the latch lever, means 
lthrough which said latch lever acts for moving the dead 
locking dog out of latchbolt deadlocking position as 
said leve-r rotates incidental to retraction of the l-atch 
bolt, a lost-motion connection between said dog and 
latch lever whereby the bodily movement of said lever 
with the deadbol't does not move the deadlocking dog, 
and means whereby said deadbolt operating cam is eiîec 
tive for rotating the latch lever when the deadbolt is in 
retracted position, so that said cam may move the dog 
from deadlocking position and retract the latchbolt. 

4. In a mortise lock of the class described, a spring 
projected latchbolt, a latchbolt deadlocking dog, a trig 
ger bolt Iautomatically controlling s-aid dog for dead 
lo‘cking the latchbolt when the door close-s, a knob actu 
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ated retractor for retracting the latchbolt, a deadbolt, 
a cam for projecting and retracting the deadbol-t, a latch 
lever Ipiv‘oted to the deadbolt and moving bodily wit-h 
said deadbolt, said lever being rotatable on the deadbolt 
to retract the latchbolt, means whereby the knob actuated 
retractor rotates the latch le-ver, a control member 
through which said latch lever acts for moving the dead 
locking dog out of latchbolt deadlocking position inde 
pendently ot the trigger bolt as said level rotates inci 
dental to retraction of the latchbolt, means whereby said 
deadlbolt operating cam is effective for rotating the latch 
lever when the deadfbolt is in retracted position, so that 
said cam may move the dog from deadlooking position 
and retract the latchbolt, and a lost-motion connection 
between said latch lever and control member so that 
said cam when projecting and retracting the deadbolt does 
not move the deadlocking dog. 

>5. In a mortise lock of the class described, a spring 
projected latchbolt, a dog for deadlock-ing said latch 
bolt, a trigger bolt for controlling said dog, a deadbolt, a 
cam -for moving said deadbolt between retracted and 
projected positions, said deadbol-t being equipped with 
»means actuated by said cam :tor locking said deadbolt 
in a projected position, a latch lever pivoted on the dead 
bolt and rotatable on its 4pivot by said cam for retracting 
the latchbolt, a knob actuated retractor, means whereby 
the kno-b actuated retractor retract-s the latchbolt while 
also rotating said latch lever, and means through which 
the latch lever acts for moving the deadlocking dog to 
a -release position when the latch lever is rotated by the 
knob actuated retractor or the cam wh-i‘le the deadbolt 
is in retracted position. 
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